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ABSTRACT

1.

The use of formal models to guide security design is appealing. This paper presents a model driven approach whereby
security systems in operation can be assessed and measured
against various requirements that are defined when the system is created. By aligning with organisational policy, and
business requirements of a specific system, design and operation can proceed in a way that allows measurement of how
successfully security objectives are being achieved. This paper describes a model driven approach which overcomes the
contextual restrictions of existing solutions. In particular,
where models have been used previously these have tended
to be predefined and closed models, whereas the approach
described here is an extensible model that comprises all parts
of the security monitoring and decision support process. By
means of interlinked semantic concepts, the proposed security strategy meta model provides a way to model security
directives at an abstract level, which can be automatically
compiled into specific rules for an underlying framework of
monitoring, decision support, and enforcement engines.

Cyber Security is an area of great global focus, yet it is
both hard to manage and – arguably – even harder to measure. But the two concepts go together: if some sort of measurement approach can be implemented, it should at least be
possible to manage systems better and assess whether they
are meeting the security objectives that they were designed
with. In spite of the fact that technical security solutions
are deployed, there are numerous instances of processes or
transactions being compromised. Part of the challenge with
security implementations is that they are made in isolation
from any formal specification or model of what the security
profile should look like. In the absence of a holistic view
that extends from business process to logical and technical security realisation, there is high potential for gaps or
mismatches to occur. Fueling this situation is the fact that
life-cycle approaches to security are not easily applied – or
measured.
In this paper we argue for a meta model approach to drive
security from design to implementation, through an analysis and refinement approach, and also through a security
measurement approach which would enable assessment of
the system’s performance against the security requirements
it was designed for. To achieve a meta model approach for
security, several phases are required and in this paper we
present a Security Information Meta Model (SIMM) consisting of: (a) high level goal setting, (b) security requirements,
(c) measurement requirements, and (d) objects of measurement. Through applying this model, high level goals for
security can be established and defined. Importantly, measurement objectives can also be developed and stated at this
point. By proceeding in this way, security can be designed
in such a way that it can be measured (and managed). Activities of analysis and refinement are required to move from
security requirements to measurement requirements. In this
process, objects of measurement also need to be identified.
In order to cover the operational aspects of this concept,
we make use of a Security Strategy Meta Model (SSMM)
[23] that describes the control flow at runtime, independent
from the underlying event description language. A specific
rule from a Security Strategy Model (SSM) that adheres
to the SSMM is called Security Directive (SD). A distinguished Security Strategy Component controls the execution
of the SDs. It can execute a SD or parts of it directly or
delegate workload to a specialised Security Strategy Processing Component (SSPC). The overall aim is to overcome the
contextual restrictions of existing solutions, with their pre-
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INTRODUCTION

defined and closed models, and rather to provide an extensible model that spans all parts of the security monitoring and
decision support process, namely: (i) detecting threatening
events; (ii) putting them in context of the current system
state; (iii) explaining their potential impact with respect to
some security- or compliance model; and (iv) taking appropriate actions. Depending on the outcome of the analysis
of these components, other components that implement decision support and enforcement will be triggered. The proposed SSMM together with the framework of SSPCs could
be used as a core of a technology platform for an integrated
concept for governance, risk and compliance [19]. Furthermore, we consider the proposed approach to be applicable
within the design of a cyber attack information system [24],
which uses collaborative detection and response mechanisms
for high-level situational awareness and coordination of local
incident response.
The structure of the paper is as follows: first the use of
Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) techniques for information security management in general is
discussed; next integration into a system architecture is presented and this is then also contrasted with existing work,
positioning how this approach differs from other similar work.

2. USING SIEM FOR INFORMATION SECURITY MANAGEMENT
Information security management is needed to protect information and information infrastructure assets of an organisation against the risks of loss, misuse, disclosure or damage. It specifically describes controls that an organisation
needs to implement to ensure that it is sensibly managing
the risks. The ISO/IEC 27000-series comprises information
security standards in the context of an Information Security
Management System (ISMS). Specifically, the ISO/IEC
27004 standard [11] provides guidance on the development
and operation of measures and measurement, and reporting
of the results, with the aim to help organisations to systematically improve the effectiveness of their ISMSs.

2.1 Information Security Measurement
The ISO/IEC 27004 standard defines an Information Security Measurement Model (ISMM) that provides a structure linking an information need to the relevant object of
measurement. Furthermore, it describes how the attributes
of an object of measurement are quantified and converted to
indicators, thus providing a basis for decision making. Figure 1 depicts an abstract view of the ISMM. Specific objects
of measurement relevant for the work presented here include
the status of information assets protected by the controls
and the measurement of process behaviour. This standard
further provides a template for an information security measurement construct and several examples of concrete measurement constructs. Further examples are given in [15].
The frequency of reporting measurement results is in most
of the given examples “monthly”, “quarterly” or “yearly”.
The design of measurement constructs as described in the
ISO/IEC 27004 standard covers in detail the steps needed
to derive the measurement results from a given object of
measurement [15]. However, the method for identification
of the objects of measurement from the information needs
is not specified in detail (cf. the dashed arrow in Fig. 1).
In the following, we show how we map relevant parts of
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of information
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results

Decision Criteria

Object of
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Figure 1: Abstract view of the ISMM
the information security measurement process to a SIEM
information flow. While the former usually takes months
or years to be updated, through manual inspection and creation of checklists, the latter allows a near-realtime observation of incidents and the mapping of them back to the
information security management requirements. Thus, by
the application of our model, we expect a semi-automatic
and significantly faster update cycle of compliance checks.

2.2

Security Information and Event Management

SIEM systems provide important security services. They
collect and analyse data from different sources, such as sensors, firewalls, routers or servers, and provide decision support based on anticipated impact analysis. This enables
timeous response to (or prevention of) attacks as well as
impact mitigation by adaptive configuration of countermeasures. The frequency of reporting measurement results is in
most cases very high. In [18], e.g., it is reported that for the
Beijing 2008 Olympic Games, more than 12 million IT security events were collected and filtered each day to detect any
potential security risk for the Olympic Games IT systems.
From these, less than 100 were identified as real issues. All
were resolved, with no impact at all on the Olympic Games.
The rules for measurements and correlation are usually a
mixture of predefined rules from the SIEM system provider
and specific rules from the SIEM system user. Compared
to the ISMM, a SIEM based approach presents several key
advantages:
1. the measurement frequency is much higher,
2. the system is tool based and most actions are executed
automatically, and
3. a decision support system or intrusion response system
[25] may offer automatic countermeasures.
There are also disadvantages though:
1. the rules are written in vendor specific notation,
2. back-traceability across layers of derived measures from
base measures is not always possible,
3. rules don’t necessarily use contextual information,
4. the effects of countermeasures are not clear,
5. there is no clear derivation of the measurement rules
from the information needs,
6. therefore, there is no traceback possibility from measurement results to information needs, and
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7. because there are also – best practice – rules used from
external sources, there is no clear way to express how
these rules are related to the company goals.

2.3 Interlinked Semantic Concepts
The SIEM information flow is based on rules specifying
which system behaviours to observe. However, simply reacting to individual rules is of little help for users who need
to understand the actual incident that has been detected
and its implications in terms of the security model. For
this purpose, we propose firstly, to refine the left side of the
ISMM by an Security Information Meta Model (SIMM),
which should be derived in an measurement requirements
elicitation process [20]. The most important objectives of
this process are:
Coverage of Security Goals. The requirements elicitation method should ensure that uncovered aspects of highlevel security goals are revealed.
Information Needs. A lack of SIEM monitoring capabilities would prevent the derivation of assumptions necessary for the reasoning process. This should be detected in
the requirements elicitation process.
Sufficiency of Monitoring Capabilities. Assumptions
can be derived from the monitoring capabilities for reasoning whether the given requirements are fulfilled under these
assumptions. This reasoning process can’t be successful if
monitoring capabilities are insufficient or can’t be assigned
to entities used in the current abstraction level of the system
model.
Traceability. The derived relations between security event
measurements, the associated security requirements and corresponding assumptions, and the security goals can be used
to identify the concrete high-level goals affected by the measurements.
Secondly, we propose to use an SSMM that comprises all
aspects of SIEM functionality as well as countermeasure configuration support in order to cover the operational aspects
of the overall security management goal. By means of interlinked semantic concepts, the SSMM provides a way for
users to model incident detection rules at an abstract level,
which are automatically compiled into specific rules for an
underlying Complex Event Processing (CEP) engine. Thus,
the SSMM serves as a generic and extensible model on top
of a specific rule language used for actual event evaluation.
At the model level, these rules are linked to environmental
conditions, countermeasures, and explanations based on an
external security model. The SSMM is constructed of four
parts : on, : if , : do, and : why, which are derived from the
measurement requirements on the one hand, and which refer
back to the SIMM on the other hand (cf. Fig. 2).
The : on part specifies the incident detection by means
of an event stream property. This addresses the first of the
“disadvantages” mentioned previously, by abstracting from
specific event processing languages. Once specified, event
stream properties can be reused across different CEP engines
and do not require users to be expert in such systems. This
supports a separation of duty, where security engineers can
concentrate on modelling security information measurement
and do not necessarily need to be knowledgeable regarding
all the technical details of a CEP engine.
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In order to combine the advantages of both ISMM and
SIEM concepts, we propose a Security Strategy Meta Model
(SSMM) that addresses the above mentioned disadvantages.
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Figure 2: Security Information Meta Model and Security Strategy Meta Model
Addressing the second stated “disadvantage”, the model
is able to express correlations of incoming events “horizontally” (i.e., as steps in a workflow), as well as “vertically”.
While most SIEMs focus on horizontal correlation, vertical
correlation is an interesting feature, because it allows the
linking of information across different levels of abstraction,
such as events from an intrusion detection system with the
currently threatened protection goal. To address the third
“disadvantage”, the : if part of the model allows for inclusion of context information. This is of special importance for
stateful incident detection, as encountered in the monitoring
of ongoing processes, and also to increase the likelihood of
discovery of a targeted attack. Addressing the fourth “disadvantage”, our model allows combination of SIEM functionality – for detecting incidents – with an actual handling
of these. This is modelled by the : do part of the model
that refers to countermeasures to be taken, ranging from
a simple reporting, to autonomous re-configurations of the
system. In [22], we have shown how such an autonomous
and goal-driven re-configuration can be realised. In order to
close the traditional plan-do-check-act [8] cycle of Information Security Measurement, addressing the fifth, sixth and
seventh “disadvantages”, we finally need to link security incident detection to the high-level security requirement. This
is achieved by the : why part of the SSMM, represented by
the dotted arrow in Fig. 2. The : why part should contain
information similar to the information security measurement
construct defined in the ISO/IEC 27004 standard.
In [23], we have defined a language from which to form a
model that satisfies these requirements.

3.

INTEGRATION INTO SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

We now describe a mapping of the SSMM to the components of a proposed monitoring infrastructure. The goal is
to enable the inclusion of existing engines, which need not
know about the overall security strategy but only receive

specific tasks in their respective language. We first describe
the concept and then continue with a prototypical implementation.

3.1 Security Strategy Processing Components
Conceptually, the implementation of the processing of the
SSMM is composed of SSPCs. The main components and
some optional components of the proposed system architecture are illustrated in Fig. 3. A distinguished Security Strat: on
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Figure 3: Conceptual components of the framework
egy Component controls the execution of the SDs. It can execute a SD, or parts of it, directly or delegate the workload to
specialised components. The Security Strategy Component
initially gets the SSM from the Security Information Modeller. It parses the SDs of the SSM, identifies the responsible
SSPCs for each subtask, and distributes a respective configuration to the relevant SSPC. The CEP engine normally
processes the : on part of the SD. The security monitoring probes, which are described at an abstract level in the
SSM, have to be compiled to the configuration language of
the actual CEP engine, if an engine specific specification is
not given in the : on part of the SD. Optionally, the events
could be processed directly. Furthermore, other event processing components such as intrusion visualisation could be
triggered. The : if part of the SD can be processed by several different components, responsible for different aspects
of the domain or several domains. One component, which
will be needed in most implementations, is that responsible for the provisioning of the network state information.
Other components could, e.g., provide cyber-physical models, workflow specifications, business process information or
process visualisation. For example, in the project MASSIF [3] we are currently implementing an advanced SIEM
architecture that comprises an Attack Modeling and Secu-

rity Evaluation Component (AMSEC) [13] and a Predictive
Security Analyser (PSA) [9]. The AMSEC component provides attack scenario recognition by real-time event analysis
and prognosis of future attack steps by recognition of the
attacker model. The PSA component provides advanced,
application aware security monitoring capabilities. Specifically, it supports close-future process behaviour simulation
and prediction of possible security violations. Prior to the
start of the engine, the process description and security goals/events are transformed into “PSA understandable” models, which are then used for the continuous real-time analysis
and close-future simulation. Thus, : if components such as
AMSEC and PSA provide situational awareness with regard
to network state, attack state, and application state.
Depending on how the : if condition evaluates, the respective : do components will be triggered. These components
can implement, e.g., simulative mitigation visualisation, decision support, policy enforcement or sensor management. A
sensor management component can control the configuration
of sensors in a monitored system, e.g., the (de-)activation
and the adaptation of the sampling rate to an optimal level
[5].
A security information modeller component is responsible
for maintaining the security strategy and a strategy visualisation component can help to assist in the : why determination, thus resolving the traceability requirement.
As a special case, the functionalities of some or all components could also be implemented within one engine. In this
case no translation into the specific configuration languages
is needed and the SDs could be interpreted directly.

3.2

Prototype Implementation

We have implemented the model in a prototype in order
to test whether it can be used, as intended, for detecting
security incidents. Additionally, the prototype implementation should confirm that our component based system architecture is applicable and the idea of SSPC extensions is
practical. For this purpose, we implemented a simple Security Strategy Component which processes a given SSM and
coordinates the different SSPCs for evaluating it. When the
SSM is loaded, the Security Strategy Component first parses
the : on part of a SD and transforms it into a query for the
registered CEP engine. Then, the query is registered at the
respective engine and the Security Strategy Component receives a callback whenever the query is triggered, i.e., the
: on part of the SD has been met. In that case, the Security
Strategy Component creates an evaluation context object,
which acts as container during the evaluation process, and
writes the attributes received from the event stream to it.
The evaluation context is then passed on to subsequent components for evaluating the condition in the : if part of the
SD. If the condition has evaluated to “true”, the Security
Strategy Component loads the action components indicated
by the : do part and invokes them, passing the evaluation
context object as parameter. Because in the prototype, the
: why part provides merely explanatory reasons, it is not involved in the evaluation process and can rather be explored
by users to investigate security implications of the detected
incident.
Each of the components, i.e., the Security Strategy Component, as well as the SSPCs, has been created in the form
of OSGi bundles and communicates over R-OSGi, a binary
RPC protocol. This allows us to dynamically load and un-

load components, even from a remote repository, so that it is
possible to support additional actions by providing respective components in the repository. As an event correlation
engine, we have used Esper [2], which comes with its own
EPL query language. Listing 1 shows an example of an
event description (written in Turtle notation), referring to
an anomaly in the traffic to the syslog service, and in Listing 2 its translation into EPL. While the EPL representation
is more compact, it is only applicable to the specific CEP engine and does not bear any semantics which could be linked
to external models of security requirements and controls.
Listing 1: Modelled Event Condition
: historyEvent
: hasName ”H i s t o r y D B S e r v e r A n o m a l y ” ;
: h a s C r i t e r i o n [ : hasParam1 ” a v g T r a f f i c ” ;
: hasParam2 42ˆˆ f l o a t ;
: hasBo oleanOp : g t ] ;
: hasExtractor [
: hasEventChannel [ r d f : type : SyslogChannel ;
: h a s F i e l d s ”s o u r c e I P ” ;
: hasName ”IPStreamToIPX ” ;
: h a s F i e l d s ”F I X E Dd e st I P ” , ” t r a f f i c ” ] ;
: hasFunction [
: hasParam1 ” t r a f f i c ” ;
: p r o v i d e s V a r i a b l e ”a v g T r a f f i c ” ;
: h a s S c o p e ”3 0 s e c ” ;
: hasOp : avg ] .

Listing 2: Generated EPL Query
SELECT
FROM
HAVING

sourceIP ? ,
avg ( c a s t ( t r a f f i c ? , f l o a t ) ) AS a v g T r a f f i c
S y s l o g C h a n n e l . win : t i m e ( 3 0 s e c )
c a s t ( a v g T r a f f i c ? , f l o a t )>42

The combination of our semantic model with a CEP engine allows us to efficiently evaluate incoming event patterns,
while still being able to refer to their semantic description,
once the pattern has been found. While an extensive evaluation of our prototype is still outstanding, first results are
encouraging and make us confident that it is practically applicable.

4. RELATED WORK
Work related to ours is on the one hand concerned with
modelling security-relevant information in a way that creates
the possibility to reason about it and link it to the ISMM
[11]. On the other hand, we review current SIEM systems
to highlight how they could be improved by adding a modelbased SIMM. In this paper, we rely on the overall plan-docheck-act cycle [8] and the information flow described by the
ISO27004 standard [11].
In [10], an approach to create ISO27001-based metrics
based on a security ontology is proposed. While it lacks
the automatic gathering of measurements, it could serve
as a later extension to our SIMM, which is more focused
on measurable technical events. Further, linking semantic attacker models to the : why part of the SSMM could
be promising (cf. the AMSEC model [13]). Another example for a potential information source is the Engineering
Knowledge Base (EKB) [16], which is an ontology relating
to sensor values and combining run-time with developmenttime models. It is focused on the analysis of industrial automation systems, and is used to define SPARQL or SWRL
queries over sensor definitions. As we have a similar goal of

finding inconsistencies, we believe that an approach like the
EKB could help defining which inconsistencies to look for
in event streams, and thus which measurement points might
indicate violations of the security requirements. Other approaches of interest to this end are the modelling concepts
in [12], where business, application, physical, and technical
information is merged and related, as well as concepts to
use event-triggered rules for sensing and responding to business situations in [21]. In this paper, we focused on a model
to bridge the gap between high-level security measurements
and data gathered by SIEM engines, like OSSIM [4], Prelude [17], or Akab [1]. OSSIM detects events at the network
layer and stores respective attributes like IP address or port
number in a relational database. Thus, while it is possible to link these attributes to our model, OSSIM itself does
not support reasoning over gathered data, nor extending its
model. Similarly, Akab [1] is a SIEM appliance for monitoring network events. It uses a proprietary event format
and also stores collected events persistently in a database.
Prelude [17] is an open source SIEM framework which relies
on the open IDMEF [7] event format. Also related to the
model-based security information measurement that we envisage are commercial tools RSA Archer, ArcSight ESM, or
IBM Tivoli Security Information and Event Manager [6]. Although they also aim at relating incidents to compliance catalogues and corporate policies, they rely on predefined event
structures, comprising specific technical attributes [14]. The
RSA Archer Threat Monitor manages an assets catalogue
and links it to security-relevant information, such as known
vulnerabilities and patch levels. It does not however feature
an extensible and semantic model which would enable automatic reasoning regarding the implications of a detected
incident as it relates to the affected security requirements.
It could also make amendments based on information from
external sources like our PSA.

5.

CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a model driven approach for architecting a security strategy measurement and management
system. Concretely, it has described the definition of security objectives for a particular system, and a mechanism for
collecting information from operational systems in a manner
which enables assessment and measurement of how well the
system is fulfilling the security objectives. Existing SIEM
solutions are limited, while this approach overcomes these
contextual restrictions (typically predefined, closed models)
offering an extensible and open model, encompassing all
parts of the security monitoring and decision support process, namely: (i) detecting threatening events; (ii) putting
them in context of the current system state; (iii) explaining their potential impact with respect to some security- or
compliance model; and (iv) taking appropriate actions. The
proposed deployment model brings together all parts of security runtime management, namely, detection, reporting,
handling, and explanation of security incidents, which are
to date covered by different systems, such as intrusion detection systems, CEP engines [2], SIEM systems [4, 17, 1],
intrusion response systems, cyber attack information systems [24], and governance, risk management, and compliance systems [19]. So, the model supports an integration
of functionalities of these existing systems into one coherent
security strategy management framework.
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